
Check IT

Check IT is an assessment of your IT vitals giving an 
understanding of exactly what is deployed across your 
organization’s IT estate. 

Business Benefits 

• Understand obsolescence 
challenges and risks

• Identify potential cost savings

• Rationalize application sprawl 
with software categorization

• Increase transparency of IT 
organizational assets

• Check anti-virus deployment

• Mitigate software risks and 
reduce software renewal costs

This free review is a lite-touch experience, connecting to your 
environment through our own agentless discovery tool, or directly 
to tools that you already have in place, to take a reading of what 
you have deployed. Once License Dashboard has collected this 
information, we will analyze the data and produce a simple report 
that details the health of the software and hardware being used by 
your employees. 

Providing critical intel to your organization’s deployment status

Within the report we will include exactly how many pieces of software are 
installed and what versions they are running, highlighting any areas that 
could be opening your organization to risk of security breach if deployed 
versions have passed the vendor’s End of Support date.

Further analyzing your deployed software by release date and taking into 
account deployed version versus quantity of newer releases gives valuable 
insights and helps grade the age of your software footprint, highlighting 
areas likely to become obsolete or requiring upgrade in the near future.
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A free assessment of your IT estate to 
identify software optimization opportunities 
and areas of potential risk

Check IT - Estate Summary

The Check IT Estate Summary 
provides the total number 
of physical and virtual 
devices, plus total number of 
workstations and servers.

The report also details the 
Operating Systems in use 
throughout the network 
as well as the class of each 
device between laptop, server, 
desktop or tablets. 

Designed and built by SAM professionals for SAM professionals

Contact License Dashboard
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Designed and built by SAM professionals for SAM professionals
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Check Security and Rationalize Your Software

Check IT also reports on warranty information for your hardware and a 
security update on which of your end points have anti-virus installed.

Your software footprint will also be categorized by software type helping 
you to identify multiple products doing the same task, opening the door 
to rationalization of your approved software catalogue.

A key aspect to Check IT is identifying old, unused or duplicated accounts 
via Active Directory analysis to ensure you keep network access secure 
and up to date, as well as reviewing service accounts and domain admins.

Get started with your Check IT review

Contact License Dashboard to begin your free review and learn how 
an effective Software Asset Management program, including industry 
standard software governance procedures, polices and procedures can 
optimize your software spend, reduce risk of license non-compliance, 
protect against cybersecurity threats and speed up manual tasks.

Check IT - End of Life Report

The Check IT End of Life report details 
the end of life date for every detected 
piece of software, displaying a ten year 
projection of the relevant dates. 

Users can also filter their end of life 
dates by product and understand at a 
glance the number of installs affected 
by any end of life date.

Check IT - Product Categorization

Check IT makes it easy to understand 
where your organization has multiple 
types of software installed per 
application category. 

This valuable report allows you to 
rationalize your software portfolio and 
reduce spend by standardizing on 
software, rather than purchasing from 
multiple suppliers.


